### Degree Programs
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Although there are more than 150 undergraduate majors and minors at UC Berkeley, the program you are looking for does not exist (yet). Please choose a new set of filters and try again.
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Although there are more than 100 graduate programs at UC Berkeley, the program you are looking for does not exist (yet). Please choose a new set of filters and try again.
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+ History of the Built Environment
+ Human Rights Interdisciplinary
+ Industrial Engineering & Operations Research
+ Industrial Engineering & Operations Research & Business Administration
+ Integrative Biology
+ Interdisciplinary Studies
+ Italian Studies
+ Japanese Language
+ Jewish Studies
+ Korean Language
+ Landscape Architecture
+ Latin
+ Legal Studies
+ Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, & Transgender Studies
+ Life Sciences, Business, and Entrepreneurship
+ Linguistics
+ Logic
+ Marine Science
+ Materials Science & Engineering
+ Materials Science & Engineering / Mechanical Engineering Joint Major
+ Materials Science & Engineering / Nuclear Engineering Joint Major
+ Materials Science & Engineering and Business Administration
+ Mathematics
+ Mechanical Engineering
+ Mechanical Engineering & Business Administration
+ Mechanical Engineering / Nuclear Engineering
+ Media Studies
+ Medieval Studies
+ Microbial Biology
+ Middle Eastern Languages & Cultures
+ Molecular Environmental Biology
+ Molecular and Cell Biology
+ Music
+ Native American Studies
+ New Media
+ Nuclear Engineering
+ Nutritional Sciences: Dietetics
+ Nutritional Sciences: Physiology & Metabolism
+ Nutritional Sciences: Toxicology
+ Operations Research & Management Science
+ Persian
+ Philosophy
+ Physics
+ Planetary Science
+ Political Economy
+ Political Science
+ Politics, Philosophy, and Law
+ Portuguese Language, Lit, & Cultures
+ Pre-Med / Pre-Health
+ Prelaw Information
+ Professional Accountancy
+ Psychology
+ Public Health
+ Public Policy
+ Race and the Law
+ Rhetoric
+ Russian Culture
+ Russian Language
+ Russian Literature
+ Scandinavian
+ Science and Math Education
+ Science, Technology, and Society
+ Slavic Languages and Literatures
+ Social & Cultural Factors in Environmental Design
+ Social Welfare
+ Society and Environment
+ Sociology
+ South and Southeast Asian Studies
+ Spanish Languages, Literatures, & Cultures
+ Spanish and Portuguese
+ Statistics
+ Structural Engineering
+ Sustainable Business and Policy
+ Sustainable Design
+ Sustainable Environmental Design
+ Teaching English to Multilingual Students
+ Theater and Performance Studies
+ Tibetan
+ Turkish
+ Urban Studies
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